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WELCOME

FOREWORD

This year marks Bermuda National Gallery’s 30th anniversary, the 15th iteration
of the Bermuda Biennial and the 14th time that Bacardi Limited has generously
sponsored this exhibition. Over the past 30 years, the Biennial has been reflective,
provocative, eagerly anticipated and often hotly debated. It has been, and
always will be, a space in which artworks and ideas of the time are welcomed.
The 2022 Bermuda Biennial continues this commitment to providing a national
showcase for our island’s artists and ideas with the inclusion of poetry, providing
a platform for Bermuda’s rich community of writers to respond to this moment.

The Bermuda Biennial, one of the most vibrant and anticipated events on the
art calendar, has a legacy of unlocking creativity and challenging new and
established artists to explore new ways of communicating with their audience.
Following two years of a pandemic, a time of uncertainty, restrictions and
isolation, we have been given a window of opportunity to reflect, and it is no
surprise that our local artists have emerged with a lot to say as part of this
year’s theme A New Vocabulary: Past. Present. Future.

This year’s theme, A New Vocabulary: Past. Present. Future., was inspired by the
ways in which Bermuda’s communities have been reflecting on not only the
collective impact of the pandemic, but the social movements currently driving
change around the world. Whether it be the Black Lives Matter movement,
global climate change, or the view from a window during COVID-19 lockdowns,
this is the landscape against which we are all living and which artists are so
able to enunciate and respond to on our community’s behalf.
Bringing this all into focus was the challenge of the jurors Claire Gilman,
Alexandria Smith and Richard Georges, who bring with them a diversity of
experience that is the hallmark of the Bermuda Biennial. Their professional
credentials were supported by the effort and insight they brought to the
jurying process. For all the artists who submitted, whether they were selected
or not, the opportunity to have their work reviewed by this world-class trio
is a fantastic opportunity.
The Bermuda Biennial is an exhibition which provides an opportunity to
showcase work without regard for its commercial value. There are no prizes;
it is purely about an artist’s expression, and this is what makes it so special.
It affords the opportunity to share, to give voice to the most important ideas
and beliefs that we collectively hold, even when these are not collectively
understood. That is the point of art: to share another’s lens, perspective and
insight into the world around them, and give the rest of us the chance to live
that experience, even if just for a moment.
Peter Lapsley
Executive Director

This year is also the Bermuda National Gallery’s 30th Anniversary and a
chance for its curators, patrons and artists to reflect on the gallery’s past,
present and future. Reflection encourages a level of self-awareness and
consciousness about practice that illuminates pathways for growth. We have all
had to adapt, be resilient, innovate and embrace new ways of communicating and
connecting within our community. We have been enriched by the contributions
of the Bermuda National Gallery in transcending cultural boundaries and
enabling our experiences to be understood in any language. We are excited
to see how this year’s artists continue to unlock a new vocabulary and convey
the feelings and emotions experienced in the past, present and future.
For seven generations, Bacardi has long regarded art as an integral part of our
culture and company’s DNA. Today, 160 years since our establishment in Santiago
de Cuba, 1862, Bacardi and its employees around the world are enriched by
the partnerships that strengthen the connection with the communities in which
we live and work. Since 1998, Bacardi has been proud to play a part in supporting
the Bermuda Biennial and the vision of the Bermuda National Gallery with this
world-class event. We are honored to continue the tradition this year on the
island our company has called home for more than 50 years.
On behalf of Bacardi Limited, I extend congratulations to the organisers of the
Bermuda Biennial on their continued vision to stimulate excellence in artistic
expression through this well executed exhibition. To the distinguished international
jurors, Claire Gilman, Alexandria Smith and Richard Georges, we extend thanks
for taking time to jury this exhibition. Your expertise provides a perspective
which helps our local artist community to grow and develop. To the artists and
poets who submitted work to the exhibition, may you find both inspiration and a
new sense of artistic direction through your dedication to your artistic practice.
Douglas Mello
Managing Director
Bacardi International Limited
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THE JURORS

ALEXANDRIA SMITH is a mixed media
visual artist based in London and New
York. She earned her BFA in Illustration
from Syracuse University; MA in Art
Education from New York University; and
MFA in Fine Arts from Parsons The New
School for Design. She is the recipient of
numerous awards including the Queens
Museum/Jerome Foundation Fellowship,
a Pollock-Krasner Grant, the Skowhegan
School of Painting and Sculpture Fellowship,
the Virginia A. Myers Fellowship at the
University of Iowa and the Fine Arts
Work Center Fellowship. She has been
awarded residencies including Civitella
Ranieri, MacDowell, Bemis, Yaddo and
LMCC Process Space.
Smith’s recent exhibitions include her
first solo museum exhibition, Monuments
to an Effigy at the Queens Museum, a
site-specific commission for the Davis
Museum at Wellesley College and a solo
exhibition, Pretend Gravitas and Dream
Aborted Givens at Gagosian Gallery (NYC).
Alexandria is currently Head of Painting
at the Royal College of Art in London.
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CLAIRE GILMAN is Chief Curator at The
Drawing Center in New York. Over the
past ten years, she has overseen the
museum’s curatorial programme, organising
more than 40 exhibitions and public
programmes and authoring nearly as many
catalogues. She has organised projects
that range from the first solo museum
shows of artists like Huguette Caland (first
US museum show) and Torkwase Dyson, to
new considerations of work by established
artists such as Cecily Brown and Rashid
Johnson, as well as conceptually driven
group shows.
Gilman holds a PhD from Columbia
University and has taught art history and
critical theory at Columbia; the Center
for Curatorial Studies, Bard College; the
Corcoran College of Art and Design;
The Museum of Modern Art; and the
School of Visual Arts (SVA) in addition
to lecturing on modern and contemporary
art throughout the country. She has
authored numerous essays for art books
and museum exhibitions. Her book Drawing
in the Present Tense, co-authored with
Roger Malbert, is forthcoming from
Thames and Hudson.

RICHARD GEORGES is a writer of essays,
fiction, and three collections of poetry.
His most recent book, Epiphaneia (2019),
won the 2020 OCM Bocas Prize for
Caribbean Literature, and his first book,
Make Us All Islands (2017), was shortlisted
for the Forward Prize for Best First
Collection. His second book, Giant
(2018), was highly commended by the
Forward Prizes and longlisted for the
OCM Bocas Prize.
Richard is a recipient of a Fellowship
from the Stellenbosch Institute of
Advanced Study and has been listed
or nominated for several other prizes,
including the Hollick Arvon Caribbean
Writers Prize, the Wasafiri New Writing
Prize, and a Pushcart Prize. He is a
Founding Editor of Moko, an online
publication focused on Caribbean art
and literature. In 2020, Richard was
appointed the first Virgin Islands Poet
Laureate. He works in higher education
and lives on Tortola with his wife
and children.
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ART JURORS' STATEMENT
Over the past two years, faced with the physical and economic
devastation of the COVID-19 pandemic, many artists returned
to fundamentals. Separated from their studios and assistants,
with exhibitions postponed or cancelled outright, artists took up
pen, camera and paint and applied themselves to their immediate
surroundings. The sense of isolation was particularly acute in
Bermuda, an island measuring 21 square miles, which closed its
borders for the first time in the nation’s history. Confined first
to their studios and then to their island home, many artists took
as their subject the people, places and things around them
while, simultaneously, using this time to reflect on the island’s
history and its place in the world today.
The theme of the 2022 Bermuda Biennial, A New Vocabulary:
Past. Present. Future., asked artists to reflect on the past two
years and to imagine what the future might hold. This year
marks the 30th anniversary of the Bermuda National Gallery
and, for the first time, submissions were open to poets as well
as visual artists as a way of celebrating Bermuda’s rich poetic
tradition and the written word’s intersection with visual form.
Over 70 artists submitted and 32 (28 single artists and two
pairs) were chosen to participate alongside 11 poets selected by
poetry juror Richard Georges. The visual works are wide-ranging,
including such media as drawing, painting, photography,
printmaking, sculpture and installation, as well as a number of
site-specific pieces located outside the gallery across the
island. In this way, A New Vocabulary continues the Biennial’s
rich tradition of showcasing a diversity of materials and ideas,
bringing visitors (as well as Bermuda’s landscape and history)
into the gallery while simultaneously encouraging people to
engage more deeply with the island, bringing their imagination
to bear on places both familiar and unfamiliar.
Given the scope of this year’s Biennial, many artists chose to
focus on the world around them and how we make meaning of
and within that world. In this context, patterns and systems of
communication emerge as a dominant theme both for artists
working exclusively with visual form and for those incorporating
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language. Alex Allardyce and Abi Box seize on the particular
– in Allardyce’s case, the shifting sunlight on the ubiquitous
decorative concrete blocks found in his garden and throughout
Bermuda; in Box’s, repeating images of plants so bleached by
the sun as to appear abstract. In Box’s words, “I like to think of
the possibilities present in gesture and suggestion, to think of
light as something so bright that it might be audible… words
painting pictures and pictures painting words.” Cynthia Kirkwood
explores seed-like shapes in delicate pastel drawings as a
way of conveying an energetic centering beyond words, while
James Cooper’s jig-saw sculptures mobilize a private gestural
language to conjure universal sensations; both their work is
governed by a spirit of lightness and play. This investigation of
private symbols with universal resonances generates fantastical
worlds in the work of Kevin Morris and Bryan Ritchie. Morris
employs references from music, pop culture, books and current
events to construct alternative universes predicated on information
overload, while Ritchie depicts absurd narratives that probe
deeply human urges like doubt, fear and vulnerability. Charlie
Godet Thomas joins Morris and Ritchie in creating emotionally
suggestive tableaux, in his case by playing with evocative linguistic
pairings juxtaposed with associated images.
Contemporary reality becomes paramount in the work of artists
like Sabriyya Harvey and Gherdai Hassell, each of whom uses
familiar iconography to connect past and present, uniting local
concerns with Bermuda’s national history. For Hassell, this
history centers on self-representation and diasporic pasts and
futures, specifically as they refer to Black female subjects. To
tell these stories, often obliquely and in layers, Hassell frequently
combines written text with fractured images. For her part,
Harvey mines local traditions, such as Bermuda’s iconic two-day
festival and cricket game known as Cup Match, abstracting
common signifiers to comment on legibility and the resilience
of communal bonds. Finally, recognizing the need to engage
the viewer directly, Jacqueline Alma and the collective Brackish
Pond (Yesha Townsend and Kristin White) take their work out
of the galleries and into public space. Referencing the popular
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landmark at the junction of Front and Queen Streets in the
City of Hamilton, Alma’s The Birdcage invites people to occupy
three birdcages constructed out of wood, giving them a platform
from which to investigate their feelings about the past and
present, and their hopes for the future. Plumbing Bermudian
history more specifically, Brackish Pond directs the viewer
to consider forgotten sites of memory, using poems with QR
codes to guide visitors to sites across the island where sign
posts deliver the sites’ history. Through these personal encounters
with sites of cultural memory, the visitor is encouraged to reflect
on shared histories, many of which have been misremembered
or obscured.
Intimacy is another theme that emerged in this year’s selection
and runs through the works of Judith Aidoo-Saltus, Jahbarri A.
Wilson, Rachel Simons, Liana Nanang, Tiffany AJ Paynter, Kristy
Warren and Ami Zanders, and Meredith Andrews. Intimacy
between the physical and spiritual body and the land and water
are embedded in Bermuda’s physical location and its history.
This commonality is surely a result of these past pandemic years
and is adequately captured across a range of media: photographs,
paintings, video and poetry. These artists focus on the body as
the subject of their work, turning their gaze inward from what
outsiders believe is Bermuda’s greatest natural resource, the beauty
of the land, and instead shedding light on its people. Both
Judith Aidoo-Saltus and Jahbarri A. Wilson encapsulate and
honor the spiritual history of Bermuda in works that depict the
intangible and invisible. Spirituality permeates their respective
works; Aidoo-Saltus’ photographic imagining of Mami Wata, a
spirit based in the African spiritual tradition known as Mother
of the Waters, and Wilson’s mixed-media work that illustrates a
body floating or being pulled upwards as a metaphor for faith
and belief. Unlike Wilson, Rachel Simons uses place to depict
the erasure of a body. Simons’ site-specific work investigates
Bermuda’s colonial history through the erasure of a farmer who
tilled the land of a now disused military base in the 17th century.
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In the piece, Simons writes the site’s three names, striking out
those that came after him, forcing us to not only bear witness
but to remember and in turn respect the past.
A private moment is depicted in a painting by Liana Nanang,
who uses the delicate medium of watercolor to speak to the
intimacy between a father and son. Similarly, Meredith Andrews’
photographic series of portraits gives us a glimpse into a day
in the life of one of Bermuda’s eldest residents, Myrtle Edness.
This photographic series depicts Myrtle in her home chatting
over a cup of tea, reflecting on her life and sharing memories.
Although Nanang and Andrews employ different media in their
work, both artists provide us a view into moments to which
only those closest to these citizens would be privy. Kristy Warren
and Ami Zanders’ experimental video piece entitled Embers
and Tiffany Paynter’s poem Neti Neti both employ a captivating
use of language to metaphorically put us in the shoes of people
that are rendered invisible simply because their existence sits
outside history’s norm. The underlying collage structure of
both works, a layering of language and image, speaks to the
complexities of identity, creating an emotive landscape that
will hopefully transform and transport the viewer.
It is inevitable and only natural that artists turn to the land, seeking
out new ways of imagining, hoping that the answers to our
future lie in the earth beneath their feet. These artists show you
that Bermuda’s land as a subject has more to offer than just
beauty. Inviting yet dangerous, the dualities are at play in the
work of Charles Zuill. The dimensionality and familiarity of the
works lure you nearer, tempting you to analyze their technical
complexity and aesthetic uniqueness. The presence of the body
is evident in the land works by Michael Walsh which, similar to
Zuill’s works, simultaneously feel bodily and familiar, yet eerily
haunting. Although the presence of the body is both felt in the
void and visible in the impressions made by the artist, it seems
as if this work’s most pressing question is: ‘How can one depict
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a void when it is inextricably tied to place?’ It’s quite possible
that the answer lies with the viewer. Works by Corrina Rego
and Antoine A.R. Hunt echo the beauty and durability of the
Bermuda land. The erosion of time and a commitment to
establishing a more sustainable practice by repurposing materials
such as limestone and discarded plastic, finds beauty in the
old, resulting in something new.
Abstraction of the land through paint is found in the works of
Catherine Lapsley, Cheryl Hastings and Jonah Jones. Color is
at the heart of these works, which amplify the spatial dynamics
and relationships between forms. Their paintings are meditations
on how color and light are transmitted and reflected through
and on water and land. Similarly, abstraction of familiar sites is
addressed in John Gardner and Louisa Bermingham’s works.
Their works excavate the subconscious and intuitive, recalling a
time and place through painted and drawn gestural mark-making.
Additionally, abstraction of the land through photography is
found in the works of Seth de Roulet and Teresa Kirby Smith.
These artists use microscopic perspectives to immerse and situate
the viewer in the landscape while also destabilizing them.
It is the hope of the curators that the selections in this year’s
Biennial inspire and spark questions for which there may be
no answer, but at the very least, that they may provide new
perspectives. Perspectives which allow all of us an opportunity
to willfully engage with one another and our environment with
greater self-awareness that, in turn, can transform our world.
Although this is an ambitious ask, the current context that we
are all in as a result of the pandemic has hopefully taught us
to embrace the present, respect the past and move towards
the future with optimism and conviction. At its core, this is the
beauty of being human.

Claire Gilman, Chief Curator, The Drawing Centre, New York
Alexandria Smith, mixed media visual artist and
Head of Painting, Royal College of Art, London
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Judith Aidoo-Saltus

Judith Aidoo-Saltus
b. 1962, American
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Vocable #2: The
Veneration of Mami
Wata (aka Mother
Water), whose Ecstatic
Beauty and Celestial
Power is Made Most
Manifest as She Bestrides
both Atlantic and Time,
(Re)Presented in
Bermuda, August 2020
2020
Photograph
87 x 43 in.
@Judithaidoosaltus
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Judith Aidoo-Saltus is a Bermuda-based
photographer, filmmaker and author. She
produced the 2008 film Blackout and associate
produced Bridge and Tunnel, which won a
special Tony award. She is currently writing
her first book.
Of Vocables, she says: “The ocean is my mother
and the beach is my church. Both inspire me
to shine my eyes, as we say in West Africa, to
see and feel and communicate what exists at
the centre of so much unpredictable beauty
and power. With my wife Julia as my muse and
officiant, I make almost daily pilgrimages to the
Atlantic to limn simple magic in search of life.
“My prayer is that my best work will mesmerise,
even for a second, and inspire the smallest
shift, to allow for something new and better
to take root in all of us. Then, we can together
draw a series of maps so we can easily find
our way back home before, of course, we
begin again.”
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Alex Allardyce
Alex Allardyce is a mixed media artist working
in painting, printmaking, sculpture and
architecture. Born in Scotland, he is now based
in Bermuda. He works with acrylic paint on
canvas and with linocut prints. The colour of
buildings, shadows and vegetation, combined
with their sculptural forms in Bermuda’s particular
light has been a strong source of inspiration
for his recent work.
Alex Allardyce
b. 1957, British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Block 3
2021
Acrylic monoprint on board
47 x 47 in.
@alexanderallardyce
www.alexallardyceart.com
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He says: “Confined to the garden studio during
lockdown, I started looking more intensely
at my immediate surroundings. The shifting
sunlight on the decorative concrete blocks
and the abstract shadows they cast on the
floor caught my eye. Like a large sundial, they
marked the passing of the day which had
become almost indistinguishable from the day
before and the day to come. With access to the
rest of the world restricted, and with only a partial
view of what was happening around us, the
decorative concrete blocks became a metaphor
for isolation in Bermuda during lockdown.”
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Jacqueline Alma
Jacqueline Alma was born in South Africa and
worked as a designer in London before moving
to Bermuda in 2008. She has held two solo
exhibitions on the island, The Red Thread (2013,
Masterworks Museum of Bermuda Art) and
Like a Tree Let the Dead Leaves Drop (2019,
Bermuda National Gallery). Her artwork looks
both outwards, at Bermuda’s history and culture,
and inwards, at her own experiences.
Jacqueline Alma
b. 1965, South African
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

The Birdcage
2022
Wood and paint
123 x 225 x 72 in
@jacqueline_alma_bermuda
www.jacqueline-alma.com
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She says: “I’d like people to come and express
their version of Past, Present and Future via a
photograph of them standing in the birdcages.
People can choose how to express it by the way
that they stand within the frames. Perhaps it
could it be an elderly member of their family
for the past, themselves for the present and their
child for the future? Or will they stand holding
messages in each frame expressing their emotions
around the history of Bermuda, their present
feelings of today and their hopes or fears around
the future? How imaginative will they be?”
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Meredith Andrews

Meredith Andrews
b. 1976, Bermudian/British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail opposite & following page:

1915

2021
Photographs
50 x 80 in.
@meredithphoto
www.meredithandrewsphotography.com
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Bermudian portrait and documentary
photographer Meredith Andrews lives and
works on the island, where most of her
work revolves around the everyday people
she meets, the cultural and historical context
of her island home and Bermuda’s delicate
natural environment. Her portrait work has
been exhibited widely, including the Bermuda
National Gallery, London’s National Portrait
Gallery, the Arles Photo Festival, the International
Center for Photography and The Photographer’s
Gallery in London.
She says: “1915 is a series of portraits of
107-year-old Myrtle Edness, with whom I had
the pleasure of spending a morning back in
September last year. These images aim to
capture the beauty and wisdom of a Bermudian
whose long life has shown her many things.
How the island has changed in many ways
since she was born, but also how there is still
so much to be done. These images hopefully
give the viewer a chance to see that, along
with the quiet wisdom in her eyes.”
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Louisa Bermingham
Louisa Bermingham is a Bermudian multimedia
artist and educator. She has taught art across
the island for over 20 years in various settings,
from primary school through to college level.
She was the Education Director of the Bermuda
National Gallery from 1999 to 2002, during
which time she started the gallery’s education
outreach from scratch.

Louisa Bermingham
b. 1972, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Tenable
2021
Acrylic on canvas
24 x 32 in.
@louisabermingham
www.louisabermingham.wixsite.com/louisabermingham
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Her artwork can be found in numerous public
and private collections including the Bermuda
National Gallery, Masterworks Museum of
Bermuda Art and Ace International.
She says: “I have recently started documenting
the glimpses of structure, chaos and progress
that I come across as I beetle about my daily
existence. These are mostly snapped from my
car as I traverse the urban wilderness that is
now Bermuda. I transform these images into
paintings using a random selection of colour
and texture based on whims that strike me in
the creative moment. I view the paintings as
magnifying a moment in time, emphasizing
the present that escapes us every day.”
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Abi Box

Abi Box
b. 1985, British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Hot Nude Pearl
2021
Acrylic on canvas
37 x 26 in.
following page:

Silver Oyster Sun
2021
Oil on canvas
60 x 45 in.
@abi_box
www.abi-box.com
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Abi Box is a British artist based between
London and Bermuda. Her work, which
focuses on gesture and mark making, is held
in a number of private and public collections,
including the UAL Alumni Collection and
Simmons Contemporary. Recent exhibitions
include Illusion & Abstraction: Capturing the
Landscape at the Bermuda National Gallery
(2021), Paper Cuts at the Saatchi Gallery,
London (2018) and The Smaller The Larger at
Sobering Galerie, Paris (2016).
She says: “I like to think of the possibilities
present in gesture and suggestion. When I
paint, my mind is in constant flux for how a
painting can be made, constructed, pieced
together and subsequently read and understood.
“I want to make spacious, minimal, balanced
paintings. I want to make awkward, messy,
chock-a-block paintings. I’d like to make both
kinds of painting at the same time. Then there’s
the risk, every time, of making a bad painting.
The good paintings are so often accidental,
ignorantly brave and beautifully reckless.”
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The Brackish Pond
Literary Collective
Created by Bermudian writers Yesha Townsend
and Kristin White, The Brackish Pond Literary
Collective is a space to celebrate and expand
upon Bermuda’s literary tradition. The collective,
which aims to deepen understanding of our
island’s history and culture and to support the
continuance of the Bermudian literary tradition,
is named for Bermudian hero, author and
abolitionist Mary Prince, whose memoir begins
“I was born at Brackish Pond”.

The Brackish Pond
Literary Collective
Est. 2021, Bermudian
detail:

Cartographies of Loss
2022
Poetry and video installation
www.brackishpondlit.com
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An inquiry into the navigation of cultural
memory, they describe Cartographies of Loss
as “a study of two parts. The first, an essay
for academic publisher Routledge, explores
the gaps in our cultural memory to form an
understanding of the fissures that appear in
the Black Bermudian experience.
“The second part, produced for the Bermuda
Biennial, features an original poem, a film and
an interactive art installation which focus on
forgotten sites of memory across the island.
The essay will explore what has been. The
exhibit will ask what could be.”
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James Cooper
James Cooper is a Bermudian artist who has
been exhibiting his work internationally for
the past decade. His work is informed by a deep
interest in spiritual and philosophical ideologies,
but it often manifests in lighthearted and
joyous ways.
James Cooper
b. 1965, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

Large Blue Wall Sculpture
2021
Wood and paint
77 x 35 x 1 in.
following page:

Large Yellow Wall Sculpture
2021
Wood and paint
66 x 42 x 1 in.
@jamesjamescooper
www.jamesjamescooper.com
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Notable exhibition highlights include the
Ghetto Biennale (Haiti, 2011), the Jamaica
Biennial (2014), Contact Photography Festival
(Toronto, 2014), Double Dutch at the Bahamas
National Gallery (2016), as well as numerous
Bermuda Biennials. In 2019 he was included in
the book A-Z of Caribbean Artists by Archer
and Brown.
He says: “I have been thinking that the stories
and symbols that we need have always been
with us and how it is simply the method of
telling them that gets updated to our time and
place. For me these sculptures are somehow
like drawings done with a jigsaw, they retain a
freedom of movement and vibrancy of color that
emerges from my own life, but that I hope retain
a universality that can resonate with anyone.”
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John Gardner
b. 1958, Bermudian/British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Burnt Warehouse
Past – 1986
2022
Pen and pencil on
printed paper
14 x 14 in.
following page, left:

Empty Room
Present – 1989 to 2011
2022
Pen and pencil on
printed paper
14 x 14 in.
following page, right:

Abandoned Building
Future – 20212
2022
Pen and pencil on
printed paper
14 x 14 in.
@noj.design
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John Gardner
As a Founding Trustee of the Bermuda National
Gallery, John Gardner was responsible for
securing City Hall as a location for BNG and
designed the original architectural and interior
work on the gallery. A founding partner of
the architectural firm Cooper Gardner, he also
taught Advanced Architecture at the Rhode
Island School of Design. His mixed media
artwork focuses on drawing, painting and
conceptual installations.
He says: “Three hand drawn images are to be
read as a singular artwork; sharing the same
vocabulary and method while celebrating
significant facility moments in the history of
the Bermuda National Gallery.
“Different technical drawings, germane to each
point in time, are the framework for an overlay
of hand sketches. An abstract resolution arises
from the act of transforming these drawings
from their original purpose and presentation.
The final works present scale shifts, pattern,
texture, symbols and gestures that respond to
a recollection of thoughts associated with each
time and place: existing negative conditions
with great potential and energy.”
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Charlie Godet Thomas
Charlie Godet Thomas is a British-Bermudian
artist whose work employs a wide range
of approaches including writing, painting,
sculpture, assemblage, photography, sound
and video. His work is concerned with the
connections between visual art and literature,
the act of writing, the autobiographical, the tragic
and the humorous. Thomas’ work is summoned
from unlikely places such as bookbinding
processes, street signage, funereal foam lettering
and pharmaceutical packaging.

Charlie Godet Thomas
b. 1985, Bermudian/British
Currently lives and works
between Mexico City, MX
and London, UK
detail:

Downpour Dream Song
2021
Paint and pencil on
newsprint, glue, pins
46 x 32 in.
@charlie_godet_thomas
www.charliegodetthomas.com
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His painted poetic works, which he refers to
as Illuminated Manuscripts, bridge the stylistic
qualities of newspaper cartoon strips with a
more Blakean approach to pairing writing and
imagery. His practice combines historical and
contemporary methods and references which
he uses to interrogate the written word and
its relationship to the world as he sees it.
Thomas has been exhibited internationally at
galleries, institutions, biennials and fairs including
Museo Jumex, Mexico City, MX (2021) Frieze
Sculpture, London, UK (2019), BALTIC Centre
for Contemporary Art, Gateshead, UK (2014)
Somerset House, London, UK (2021), and several
Bermuda Biennials. TACO! recently launched
a publication of Thomas’ writing titled ‘In Writing’.
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Sabriyya Harvey
Sabriyya Harvey is a Bermudian painter and
sculptor whose practice surrounds collective
identity and its effect on culture-keeping and
tradition in diverse examples of community.
Her work explores themes of historical origin,
the formation of traditions and storytelling.
Using a technique of layering and abstraction,
she aims to translate traditional diasporic
practices into a new visual language.

Sabriyya Harvey
b. 1999, Bermudian
Currently lives and studies
in Ontario, Canada
detail:

Over de Boundry
2021
Oil on canvas
31 x 44 in.
@sabriyya.art
www.sabriyyanh.wixsite.com/
website
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Of Over de Boundry, she says: “This work
particularly speaks to the little pockets of
community in the larger society of rituals that
combine to create Bermudian culture. This
community is where we all appreciate a mutual
acknowledgement that’s built on the families
and friends we form within.
“The specific ritual highlighted is spectatorship.
It is generationally timeless and easily decoded
by the specific symbolic signifiers that are used
to communicate meaning. The importance of
this ritual has been deeply felt through its
absence. However, our ability to comprehend
its special iconographic imagery encourages
us to consider what images make up the
Bermudian visual vocabulary and the power
of language.”
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Gherdai Hassell
Gherdai Hassell is a Bermudian born, China
trained multidisciplinary contemporary artist,
writer and storyteller based in Manchester, UK.
Her work investigates memory and nostalgia
to create unexpected narratives surrounding
identity. She uses collage to thread and
weave histories, and tales of transformation
passed down through family lineages.
Her work typically centers around female
bodies, simultaneously existing within realms
of past, present and future. Diasporic pasts
become re-informed by Black futures, where
the resulting present is experienced as a living
“Artifacts”, an act toward Afrofuturism.
Gherdai Hassell
b. 1991, Bermudian
Currently lives and works
in Manchester, UK
detail:

Exhale
2022
Transparent fabric and
aluminum rod
48 x 48 in.
@hassell_free
www.gherdaihassell.com
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Hassell’s work is an exploration of identity
through a study of materials and social practices.
The work suggests that identity should be
self-determined, understood and contextualized
through connection with others. Her multi-media
work reimagines relationships with the body
as avatar, social space and the invisible world.
Her work has been presented in solo and
group exhibitions and biennials in Bermuda,
USA, UK, Nigeria, Cuba and China. She is
currently an MFA candidate at the China
Academy of Art.
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Cheryl Hastings
Cheryl Hastings is a British artist and educator
based in Bermuda. A member of the Bermuda
Plein Air group, she won first prize for acrylics at
the Bermuda Plein Air Festival 2015. Recent solo
exhibitions include Cherylscapes at the Bermuda
Arts Centre, Dockyard (2021) and Hue and
Views at the Bermuda Society of Arts (2020).

Cheryl Hastings
b. 1974, British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Past leaves, present
flower, future fruits
2022
Acrylic on canvas
48 x 24 in.
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Hastings has been teaching art for over 20
years and working therapeutically with the
creative arts for over 10 years. She is currently
a Play Therapist and Art Enrichment Teacher
at Kaleidoscope Arts Foundation, where she
provides art, play and sensory classes to children
with learning differences and sensory
processing needs.
She says: “I created this painting during an
extended period in quarantine; it became a
connection to the outside world and Bermuda’s
incredible nature. I found the details and the
rhythms in the plant fascinating. This banana tree
reminded me of the iconic symbol of Bermuda’s
Gombeys – its shapes, colours and movement.”
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Antoine A.R. Hunt
Antoine A.R. Hunt is a Bermudian artist and
director. He has been a professional photographer
for more than 25 years. Recent projects include
shooting and directing a feature film documenting
the process of making mezcal in Mexico, In the
Belly of The Moon.

Antoine A.R. Hunt
b. 1967, Bermudian
Currently lives and works
between Istanbul, Bristol,
Mexico, Berlin and
Bermuda

Aeolian
2022
Limestone
@antoinearhunt
www.antoinehunt.com
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Of Aeolian, he says: “Bermuda is affectionately
known as The Rock. This is a reference to the
coral mount that we depend on in so many
ways. Stone as a building material came about
early in Bermuda’s history and was accelerated
by two severe hurricanes in 1712 and 1715,
which destroyed most of the island’s wooden
houses. The only material left for settlers to
use was Bermuda’s limestone foundation.
“The quarrymen come from a tradition of stone
cutting that began in slavery. When the enslaved
were emancipated, it was one of the few
businesses that Black Bermudians were allowed
to own. Aeolian is a monument dedicated to
the heroic quarrymen of the past and reminds
us that this once abundant material is now a
scarce resource.”
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Jonah Jones

Jonah Jones
b. 1966, British/Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Transition Zone #5
2022
Oil on canvas
24 x 24 in.
@artofjonahjones
www.jonah-art.com
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Jonah Jones is a full-time painter, working
primarily in oil and occasionally in gouache,
splitting his time between working on
location and in the studio. His paintings vary
in dimension from small gestural studies to
major studio pieces up to 50 square feet.
Much of his work is centred around the ocean
and incorporates the experience of living on
a geographically remote island. His work
tends to follow themes that, while remaining
visually representative, are investigations of
more abstracted concepts such as time,
space, pattern, movement and relationships.
Of Transition Zone #5, he says: “The lack of
opportunity to travel and intermingle brought
about by the COVID restrictions has helped
me distill down the concepts I was already
investigating. Two years spent by the ocean,
looking down at the shallows and up to the
horizon, where beyond, the world was changing.
The spaces between all of us developed new
significance. Spatial dynamics and relationships
between forms are, to my mind, variations on
social distancing.”
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Teresa Kirby Smith
Photographer Teresa Kirby Smith works
across several mediums, from black and white
photographs shot with a medium format
camera mostly at night and later developed
and printed in her studio, to abstract color
images taken in full daylight with a digital
camera, to older and not quite yet forgotten
photographic processes such as the cyanotype.
Her photographs have been shown in Bermuda
and the United States and have appeared in
online exhibitions.
Teresa Kirby Smith
b. 1950, American/Irish
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Double Exposure (triptych)
2022
Cyanotype, gelatin silver
print and digital
photographs
25 x 59 in.
@ teresakirbysmith
www.teresakirbysmith.com
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She says: “Double Exposure is a triptych
consisting of three closely-related photographic
double exposures. Reading from left to right,
the first image in the triptych is a cyanotype,
a chemical printing process developed in the
mid-19th century and later widely used to
reproduce technical and architectural drawings
(blueprints). The middle image was shot with
a medium format film camera, and from the
developed gelatin silver negative a print was
made. In the third image, a digital color print
taken with the by now ubiquitous digital camera,
we move from the present and swiftly into
the future.”
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Cynthia Kirkwood
b. 1965, Bermudian/Canadian
Currently lives and
works in Vermont, USA
left:

Mystery Semaphore with
Horizontal Lines
2022
Walnut ink, rosewater,
watercolour, pigments,
including gold mica and
garnet, on paper
11.25 x 7.5 in
following page, left:

Triple Spinning Balance
with Blue Halo
2022
Walnut ink and
gouache on paper
11.25 x 7.5 in
following page, right:

Little Floating
Monument with Seeds
2022
Walnut ink, rosewater,
watercolour, pigments,
including gold mica and
garnet, on paper
11.25 x 7.5 in
@cynthia_._kirkwood
www.cynthiakirkwood.com
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Cynthia Kirkwood
Cynthia Kirkwood holds a BFA from Middlebury
College and studied at the New York Studio
School of Painting, Drawing and Sculpture
and in Umbria, Italy with Nicholas Carone. Her
exploratory spirit has taken her to study and
work in diverse parts of the world including
Chiapas in Mexico, Colombia, France, Greece,
Haiti, Montana and Peru. Her work has been
exhibited in Bermuda, London, Nantucket,
Vermont, Italy, Richmond, Dublin and New York.
Of her 2022 Biennial artworks, Cynthia Kirkwood
says: “Triple Spinning Balance came to me in
a dream. The needle spins, as do the two circles
on each end. Usually colours and images
come in directly. I dance first to clear space.
Collaboration with sacred forces is possible
– like the great guiding genius of the plant world
– and an energetic centering takes me into
alignment with the flow of interconnectedness.
It brings me an uplifting comfort with plenty
of playful surprises and mysterious messages,
which I share with you through these images.”
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Catherine Lapsley
Catherine Lapsley attended Kingston-onThames Art School in England, studying art
and design. She focused on Graphic Design
and, after graduation, worked in London for
innovative designers and architects before
moving to Bermuda, where she forged a career
in the design and non-profit sectors.
Her art practice has focused primarily on
painting, and she has exhibited her work in
numerous exhibitions in Bermuda including the
2014 Bermuda Biennial, Illusion & Abstraction:
Capturing the Landscape at the Bermuda
National Gallery (2020), and has pieces in a
number of local collections including the
Hamilton Princess.
Catherine Lapsley
b. 1946, Bermudian/British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Free Flow
2022
Acrylic on canvas
16 x 41 in.
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She says: “For the past several years I have
been exploring how to create life and movement
within a two-dimensional space by restricting
myself to using a grid system as my starting
point. This challenge gives me a place from
which it seems anything can happen in order
to create movement and interest, encouraging
each viewer to interpret the story within the
painting in their own way.”
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Kevin Morris

Kevin Morris
b. 1974, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Plan of Proposed Past and
Present Developments
Illustrating General
Considerations on
Architecture While also
Including Assorted
Aesthetic Elements
2022
Acrylic on canvas
50.5 x 41 in.
@kevinsmorris17
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Bermudian painter Kevin Morris often references
music, pop culture and current events in his
intricately detailed artworks. He is inspired by
a wide range of artistic influences and a profound
curiosity in diverse visual cultures, from ancient
past to the present. Solo shows include Kevin
Morris Paintings at the Bermuda Society of Arts
(2018), Contemporary Conversations: Kevin
Morris at the Bermuda National Gallery (2009),
Kevin Morris: Recent Works at the Bermuda
Society of Arts (2007) and Artists Up Front Street
at Masterworks Museum of Bermuda Art (2003).
Of his Biennial artwork, he says: “I like to create
paintings that, if you choose to engage with
them for longer periods of time, can become
more complicated. My artworks are often dense
and detailed, containing an abundance of
information which reflect my numerous interests.
Hi-colour and bold patterns dominate my surfaces
and the resulting canvas becomes a record of
time spent absorbing and saving information.”
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Liana Nanang
Liana Nanang is a multidisciplinary storyteller
with Black-Bermudian, Iban-Malaysian and
British parentage. Her work as a writer, sculptor,
painter and performer navigates race, nationality,
trauma, resilience, spirituality and colonialism.
Her artwork has been exhibited in the Charman
Prize at Masterworks Museum of Bermuda
Art (2019, 2021), where she won Best Use of
Materials (2021). She has both artwork and
poetry in the 2022 Bermuda Biennial.
Liana Nanang
b. 1984, Bermudian/British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

The Child Returned
2022
Watercolour on paper
15.75 x 11.75 in.
@liana.nanang
www.lianananang.com
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She says: “My creative work is an exploration
of my identity and experience as a neurodivergent, Black, Indigenous, Woman of Colour
in a world – and on an island – that would
demand my assimilation and my silence. Each
of my submissions claims part of that story.
“This painting of my partner and his teenage
son represents the act of resistance that is
loving Black Bermudian boys. Generations of
trauma have deprived us of Black fathers.
The title is also the translation of my partner’s
reclaimed Yoruba surname.”
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NETI NETI
When my mother still braided my “good hair”
I thought I was too white for double dutch
So I doubled down on irreverence
And Fresh Prince of Bel Air
But by 18 I knew I had always been too gay
To make a game of dodging the whipping figure 8s
Hopeless at pat-a-cake
Too afraid my Miss Mary Mack Mack Mack
Would betray my blackness
I mastered in tough love and Phd’ in bottle up
Until I cried lightning
Till I thick skinned my thick skin
Learned how to sound and to who?
Or is it whom?
Learned to read every room and count the exits
At home I dropped syllables and vowels
At school I dropped soliloquies and lexis
Learned when to quote Dickinson or Du Bois
Socrates or Biggie Biggie Biggie can’t you see
I can be noble or savage, straight or gay
I have played dead but mostly I have played alive
Fighting and flighting, freezing and fawning
Surviving daily hunger games
It’s a peculiar sensation this triple consciousness
This woman, black, gay box ticking
Detonating on a long fuse of dreams deferred
I have been all your somethings
On my way to no thing
On my way to nothing
I am most at home in sun salutations
Most mySelf chanting soham and oms
But these days I question if I’m poaching as I practice
Replacing Jesuses with Lakshmis
And Amens for Namastes, exactly
Who do I ask for access when I knock from the inside?
My life always seemed too hardknock for belief
My heart always too tongue-tied for connection
But when I bring my palms together
Eyes closed thumbs resting against chest
Those are the only times I ever prayed and meant it

Tiffany AJ Paynter
Tiffany AJ Paynter is a spoken word poet and
yoga teacher. She is a co-founder of the Peace
Within Prison Yoga Programme, which teaches
yoga to incarcerated men and women. She
recently launched SOHAM, a social enterprise
dedicated to providing lifelong, practical
mental health tools to young people, parents,
educators and youth service providers
through yoga.

Tiffany AJ Paynter
b. 1985, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

NETI NETI
2022
Spoken word and
sound installation
@yogapoetrypeople
www.tiffanypaynter.com

She says: “Neti Neti is a Sanskrit word roughly
defined as ‘not this, not that’ which appears in
the Upanishads. As mantra, it offers a means of
finding out what you are not: I am not this body,
I am not these emotions, etc. Through negation,
finding out what you are not, you begin to
discover and experience what you truly are.
“In meditation any thought, any feeling, is
discarded — patiently discarded — until the
mind is clear and non-duality is experienced.
This is the goal of yoga; to still the thought
waves of the mind, and when the mind becomes
still you can see yourself as you are.”
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Corrina Rego
Corrina Rego is a Bermudian graphic designer,
teacher and artist. She studied at NSCAD
University, where she earned a Fine Art
Bachelor’s Degree and an Associate Graphic
Design Diploma. She worked at The Royal
Gazette, where she designed and published
the RG and The Bottom Line magazines, and
as Creative Director of Kaleidoscope Media
Limited, a design and marketing media company.
She now teaches art at Kaleidoscope Arts
Foundation, where she merges design, mosaics,
painting and repurposed objects in multimedia pieces.
Corrina Rego
b. 1972, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

Phoenix
2021
Limestone block, pine
railing, prism glass, sisal
rope, grapevine and
discarded sea plastic
56 x 23 x 8 in.
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Of Phoenix, she says: “What remains when
we are gone? Grace and redemption are
transformative and the beauty that comes out
of repurposed broken things has always intrigued
me. Looking at sustainability and our impact
on the planet has made me consider my medium
and methods of artmaking. This piece is the
result of a new vision encompassing both old,
valued artifacts combined with more modern
items. The plastic elements present challenges:
although functional and useful, there are
ramifications to their widespread use.”
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Bryan Ritchie
Bryan Ritchie received a BFA from the University
of Windsor in Canada and an MFA from the
University of Colorado at Boulder. Currently
he is a Professor in the School of Art and Design
at the University of Wisconsin-Stout. His work has
been featured both nationally and internationally
with exhibitions in Colorado, Texas, Georgia,
Nebraska, Indiana, Minnesota, California,
Wisconsin, Utah, Kentucky, New York, South
Carolina, France, England, New Zealand
and Bermuda.

Bryan Ritchie
b. 1968, Bermudian/Canadian
Currently lives and works in
Wisconsin, USA
detail:

Flames and Flowers
2021
Lithograph
24 x 19 in.
@bryanritchie4617
www.bryanritchie.com
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In addition, Ritchie’s work was published in
New American Paintings volume 65, and he
was an artist in residence at the Vermont
Studio Center. In 2009 Ritchie was an invited
artist for the Saxa Lonquuntur printmaking
collaboration in Marcilac, France.
He says: “My recent work questions axioms
regarding what is valued, what are aimers in
life, and how does one navigate doubt, failure
and loss to attain goals. The images speak of
dedication and resiliency, but also of consequence
as the pursuit of our aspirations often leaves
unintended emotive and material wreckage.”
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Seth de Roulet
Seth de Roulet is a world-renowned surf
photographer who has spent the last 20
years in and around the most violent and
dangerous oceans, capturing waves as big
as 70 feet high.

Seth de Roulet
b. 1983, American
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Time Warp
2020
Photograph
51 x 34 in.
following page:

Cascade
2021

Photograph
34 x 40 in.
@Seth_de_roulet
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After working with the world’s best surfers
as a staff photographer for Surfing Magazine,
Seth was looking for new inspiration and found
it in the unique colour palette of the Bermuda
shoreline. A regular visitor to the island since
1989, he moved to Bermuda in 2020 and his
focus has since shifted towards fine art,
exploring the shapes and lines that only the
ocean can create.
He says: “Ocean waves start thousands of
miles from our shores where a storm gives
them life and sends them on their long journey
across the ocean. They move effortlessly,
gaining strength until a shallow bank forces
them to rise and release all that power. Weeks
of travel for just a few seconds. Then the water
returns to a normal state, looking to the future for
another storm to start the process all over again.”
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Rachel Simons
With thanks to the West End Development
Cooperation for granting permission to create
this site-specific project.
Rachel Simons is an interdisciplinary artist.
Her practice is anchored through the
reinterpreting of site-specific places, usually
abandoned structures, drawing attention to
their unique histories.

Rachel Simons
b. 1986, British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

An Act of Erasure
(Neriah’s Hill)
2021
Installation

She says: “Responding site-specifically to a
disused military mess in Bermuda, I discovered
a complex history with its naming. It was first
recorded as Neriah’s Hill, after the 17th century
farmer who worked the land. A colonial battery
was erected by the British Military, and it became
known as Maria Hill Fort. The quarried hill was
later identified by Captain J. F. Grant in 1886
as a suitable location to house British dock
workers deployed to work in Bermuda.
“In contradictory records, the site is referred to
by similar names, but Neriah’s name eventually
becomes erased. As a British descendent,
I acknowledge that my roots originate from
the colonising country of this land. Through
this work, I make my own personal gesture as
a response to these colonial relics.”

48 x 72 in.
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Michael Walsh
Bermudian artist Michael Walsh received a
Bachelor of Fine Arts from Mount Allison
University in 1998 and a Master of Fine Arts
from Dundee University in 2004. He is an
Art Lecturer at Bermuda College.
He is not limited by media and often works
collaboratively as a member of the Centipede
Art Movement, a grassroots collaborative
dedicated to creating contemporary artwork in
Bermuda, which he describes as “a counteraction
to self-imposed Bermudian censorship”.

Michael Walsh
b. 1976, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Nothing Remains
2022
Concrete and bone
37 x 20 x 20 in.
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Of his 2022 Bermuda Biennial artwork, he says:
“Nothing remains. The void cradles every
star as they burn. Despite our vain efforts, we
cannot cement our significance. We lack the
power to be permanently safe. Our desire
to prove ourselves worthy alienates us from
each other, and from experiencing the whole.
Imagined systems of value fabricate division.
Recognizing beauty creates ugliness.
“Language substitutes original experience.
True experience exists outside our description
of it. Dialogue will continue to be impossible
with language dedicated to assigning meaning
through segregation.”
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Kristy Warren and
Ami Zanders
Kristy Warren is Lecturer of Black History at
the University of Lincoln, UK. She completed
her PhD at the University of Warwick. She
researches the history, vestiges and legacies
of British colonialism in Bermuda, the wider
Caribbean and the United Kingdom. This is
her first exhibition.

Kristy Warren
b. 1977, Bermudian
Currently lives and works
in Nottingham, UK
Ami Zanders
b. 1977, Bermudian
Currently lives and works
in Liverpool, UK
detail:

Embers
2022
Video
www.ulincoln.academia.edu/
KristyWarren
@amizanders
www.amizanders.com
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A recent MA Fine Art graduate from Liverpool
John Moores University, UK, Ami Zanders
exhibits in Liverpool with Avoid Art Collective
and has worked with Tate Liverpool’s Home
From Home art programme, where she taught
art to asylum seekers and refugees.
They say: “Embers is an experimental video
projection based on Sally Bassett’s life.
Themes explored include Bermuda’s colonial
past, slavery, race, spirituality, legends and
visual representation of black Bermudian women
in history. In addition to exploring Sally’s life,
the video addresses the Tucker sisters’ popular
Sally Bassett lady bell, which was designed to
keep Sally in servitude.
“Drawing on primary sources provided by
Karla Ingemann of the Bermuda Archives and
research undertaken by Dr Clarence Maxwell
and Dr Quito Swan, the video uses poetry,
stop motion animation and digital visual effects
to tell a non-linear narrative. This collaborative
work is the first of a series.”
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ABWilson

ABWilson
b. 1964, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

The Language of
Green Things II
2021
Photograph on canvas
36 x 24 in.
@abwilsonphotography
www.abwilsonphotography.com
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ABWilson is a photographer who is always
looking for the next great picture. She specializes
in first getting close to her subjects and then
stepping back to see what else is going on.
As a student and practitioner of Appreciative
Inquiry, which uses strengths and successes
to find solutions, she seeks extraordinary
beauty in the ordinary. Often, she will pause,
look through the lens of her camera and find
the perfect image that may not be obvious at
the first glance.
Of The Language of Green Things, she says:
“Imagine if humans had the language to
communicate with trees, the leaves would absorb
our meaning and we, in turn, would embrace
their syllables. Communication would start with
a single breath, the unfurling of a leaf, the
acceptance of possibilities. Trees and humans
would have a shared understanding, a common
knowledge and an appreciation for space, time
and the true essence of each other. We would
each flourish with a single drop. A simple intent.
A conscious moment.”
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Jahbarri A. Wilson
Jahbarri A. Wilson is a self-taught Bermudian
artist whose style is shaped by a perpetual tugof-war between the conscious and subconscious. His mixed media work spans painting,
drawing and fashion. In 2021 he launched a
range of limited-edition sweaters accompanied
with original artworks.

Jahbarri A. Wilson
b. 1998, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Faef

2021
Acrylic, oil,
oil pastel, crayon
46 x 32 in.
@iusecnre
www.iusecnre.com
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He exhibited in the 441 group show at
Masterworks Museum of Bermuda Art (2020)
alongside Je-Shae Pace, De’Javon Paynter
and Toni Tona, and in the 2021 Fall Members
Show at the Bermuda Society of Art, where
his piece Corporate Dilemma won first place.
His first solo exhibition will be opening at
Masterworks in October of this year.
Wilson spent several years in Los Angeles
working for Bermudian designer Khamari
Greaves and now teaches art at Kaleidoscope
Arts Foundation. Of Faef, he says: “Faith
transcends time and reality. Being led by faith,
blindly or certain. Depicting surrender and
confidence while death is always near/ present.
Having no fear of death. Failure doesn’t exist
to one with Faef.”
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Charles Zuill
Charles Zuill has a BA in Art and Art History
from Atlantic Union College in Massachusetts,
an MFA in Painting and Printmaking from
the Rochester Institute of Technology and a
PhD in Art Theory and Criticism from New
York University.

Charles Zuill
b. 1935, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda
detail:

Anemone
2021
Mixed media
22 x 22 in.
following page:

Echinoderm
2021
Mixed media
22 x 22 in.
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He is a Founding Trustee of the Bermuda
National Gallery and has taught art at various
institutions, including Bermuda College, for
over 50 years. He has been the art critic at
The Royal Gazette since 2007.
Most of Zuill’s artistic creations are exploratory,
experimental and interdisciplinary; a means
for learning. His 2022 Bermuda Biennial artworks
explore the use of a mixture of materials and
creative tools. The primary material is iron
oxide which is mixed with matte acrylic medium
and placed on a thin plywood panel. This then
is placed on powerful magnets and moved
about until the desired configuration is achieved.
Most of his work is landscape based, and this
year’s submissions likewise suggest examples
of life in the sea around us.
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POETRY
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POETRY JURORS' STATEMENT
The theme of the 15th Biennial of the Bermuda National Gallery
is A New Vocabulary: Past. Present. Future., an apt prompt that
remains at the centre of these fine literary submissions. If we
were to take up one of the many vocabularies that these works
gesture towards and trace the cartographical qualities of these
poems, we would discover each poet turning towards the
liminality of the spaces they inhabit, of the realities and histories
they recall, document, or imagine.
The poets here are searching the contours of language to discover
another subtextual and submarine truth. In Alan C. Smith’s lyrical
prose-poem 2059: Devonshire Dock, that truth is literalised
by an eco-apocalyptic vision. It is a function of a global outlook
to a ubiquitous issue to flatten, to similarise the ways in which
different communities grapple with the problem. Smith begins
from a point of nostalgia, the areas of the map that we recognize,
the words and ideas and images we find familiar: ‘There was
a time this dwindling pile / of shattered stone used to be a pier’
this is juxtaposed and challenged by the foreboding vision of
a lessened or lessoned island that has been devoured by the
rising sea.
That ravenous sea reappears at least twice, once in Ajala Omodele’s
Middle Passage Atlantic in ‘the crossing’ yawns ‘open-mouthed,
frothing / and toothless’ as it swallows the sick and the young
alike. The ocean here, has taken on the spirit of the atrocities
that occur upon it, and operates as an ethereal abyss, an ending
and a nothingness, a ‘madness’ that the stolen must endure
and survive. The boat then too, mirrors the island, and is here
an avatar of horror, of separation, loss, and disconnection.
In this way, Smith’s shrinking island, the ‘needle narrow stretch of
land’ resonates, not just with the horror of the loss of the foothold
of hope in the void, but of the growing ‘still encroaching waters’.
Andrea Ottley’s sea is the same, must be the same as the first
sea, but her ocean is a playful participant, ‘laughing along the
shore’, as much setting as character amidst the wide family
of birds and the tapestry of music they make. If Ottley’s sea
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laughs, then the sea has both mouth and humour – it is not
a stretch for us then to assume that it may also have its own
language, just like the boastful white-eyed vireo.
It would be a mistake to sweep these poems into the neat box of
ecoliterature, as for most, the environment is not merely an ends
of its own, but a necessary participant in what is overwhelmingly
a collection of work that concerns itself primarily with the psychic
trauma of loss. Nancy Anne Miller’s suite of poems flutters in
the space between the artist’s eye and the page or canvas amid
the ever-present threat of interruption by water (sea, rain, and
even ink), a humming, a returning wave.
But perhaps what Miller senses is truly an echo, a word we have
forgotten but Yesha Townsend still searches for. She says that
‘all of June is a broken loaf’, but perhaps it is the chain (of islands?
Of bondage?) that has been broken over the ‘hundred and a
hundred and a hundred years’. Townsend returns to that echo,
searching for it on the tongue of Sally Bassett and in the creased
pages of Shakespeare. Sycorax is long gone before the curtain
rises for the first act of The Tempest, but she haunts the conscience
of the islander in the audience. But ‘let’s say hiaro is fire’.
As much as their words slick and slice the tongue in equal
measure, these poets echo the canons of the archipelago and
the continent. They embrace the duality of the in-between
space that every island and shore represents, knowing full well
that when we dwell on the threshold of the marine and the
terrestrial, the past and the now, the living and the dead we
claim neither and we claim both.
The poet’s burden remains the same after this noble celebration
of art. They will continue to mine their vocabularies, the shifting
contours of their tongues, bodies, and histories, searching for
the right words that must make us right.
Richard Georges, Poet Laureate, British Virgin Islands
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Eastern Waters
In Soweto,
a woman once told me:
“To strike a woman is to hit a rock.”
Unlike the rock
we build strength with time.
No cracks; just waves.
No crevices; we crash.

Venetia Furbert

We,
shape,

Venetia Furbert
b. 1988, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in London, UK

Eastern Waters
2020
Poetry
@wildmoon.well
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Venetia Furbert is a Climate Risk Expert and
Founder of Sustenance. She has held roles in
reinsurance claims, insurance underwriting
and environmental, social and governance.
She is a Chartered Property Casualty Underwriter,
Registered Professional Liability Underwriter,
Associate in Reinsurance/ General Insurance and
holds a Certificate in Cyber Risk Management.

the landscapes.

She was recognised as a Rising Star by The
Bermudian (2015) and Impressive Woman
Leader by Lumiere Sciences (2020). She is
currently writing Convalesce, which depicts
her healing journey through poetry. Her creative
pursuits include a line of African waist beads
called Wildmoon.

A molecule begetting molecules.

She says: “Eastern Waters introduced itself to
me in the middle of 2020. Poetry has always
found me at the points in life when I most needed
to be heard. This time was different. This poem
sought me out when I most needed to listen
and learn. It holds secrets of my lineage; of
who I am. The poem reminds me that I am
capable of healing, loving, and living again.”

Like the Zambezi that flows to the East,

We,
reform,
the ground.
Cycling under the moon,
like rolling tides.

At their base,
this indiscriminate fate,
cutting rocks, clearing way.
accumulate.

we push on,
and
flush all that we front.
The forebearers decree:
“My daughter, my child, you get what you need.”
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Catherine Hay
PO Box 171
Devonshire, DVBX
22 June 2020
To Whom It May Concern:
		

Spring: A Character Reference

It is my pleasure to provide this letter in support of Spring’s good character.
As a living, breathing human being of 37 years I know Spring as well as
anyone. Anyone, that is, of my age and race and gender and weight and eye
colour and provenance and education and profession.

Catherine Hay
Catherine Hay is a Bermudian living in Prospect,
Devonshire, with her spouse, one little human
and an elderly cat who has taken up residence
in their home. She writes short fiction and, on
occasion, poetry. She works in the Department
of Culture.

Catherine Hay
b. 1983, Bermudian/British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

A Reference
2020
Poetry
@cghaybda
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Of A Reference, she says: “I am preoccupied
with how the sack of words we use in Bermuda
has transformed in these pandemic years.
This piece commences with the formality of
a referral – a form which seems archaic and
superfluous in these strange times. But
the pattern and vocabulary of this formality
must be abandoned as we seek to describe
Bermuda’s springtime.
“The piece wrestles with the simple fact that
we can no longer count on that which was
once so dependable and certain. What is left
has always been but never noticed. It may not
even be wanted. In the end we must ask if we
are not what we were then what are we now?”

Spring is nothing if not punctual: the 21st March to the 21st June. She’s not
perfect. I know the boldness of her Marches, those sparkling weekday
afternoons that are bright and light and whisper promises of weekend sun
but that give way to Saturdays locked away watching bakery-lane-isflooding-again rain.
Spring is fecund though and forward marching and drop off sweaters to the
Barn and smack greedy hands sneaking one more hot-cross-bun and do you
pull the trigger on a carnival costume or just go with the t-shirt package and
sweep roach eggs out of beach pails and rub mildew off running shoes to
train three weeks before the 24th of may and why’s there so much dang time
between the floats again.
Spring knows there’s no swimming on her watch.
She knows every single feathered fowl the Lopes boys enter in the Ag Show.
She knows satin Easter Sunday hats.
She knows the Mother’s Day brunches.
And Father’s Day cruises.
And She knows the Mother’s Day cruises.
And the Father’s Day brunches.
Spring.
I have heard the grumbles. The deep sighs. I have heard that she packed up
and abandoned us this year. That she owes us a do-over.
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Winter floated by: Folx got sick. But they were other folx, not our folx not us.
There’s a million ocean waves between us and sick.
Then we got sick.
Then we stopped.
And, because Bermuda’s Netflix has got diddly squat, we watched Spring out
of windows, out of screen doors, on foot for just an hour and no farther than
a half a mile. We wanted Spring to do more. To be everything we say Spring
is supposed to be.
And she was what Spring is. The warming air. The longer light.
We were stripped of our tick tick tick planning for the next event, outing,
dinner with friends, outfit to fit into. Who are we without the plumage of our
holidays, our occasions?
Who are we when we is whittled down to I alone, or me and you under this
little roof watching the weather?
10 feral chicks hatched in our neighbourhood - a spectacle, a mobile circusact for Prospect - scratch, peck, scratch, shooed from the yards of a-vowed
chicken cursers. Neighbours called neighbours called neighbours when a
puppy got loose.
“Are the chicks...”
“Where are the chicks?”
“The chicks ok?”
“The chicks are ok.”
And then some chicks weren’t. 9 overnight became 7 and then 6.
And we peered out with an urgency that little feral chicks were never
meant to carry.
We couldn’t save them with even with the most dedicated eyes.
Spring brought us her lilies and freesias. Her agapanthus and Bermudianas.
Her orangest, orangest loquats on the highest branches. Her longer light.
We were reduced to you and me watching the weather and willing chickens
to survive.
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brood

Jessica Lightbourne
Jessica Lightbourne is a Bermudian writer.
A child of the ‘70s and daughter of a white
British woman and a black Caribbean man,
both educators and creatives, she is fascinated
by intersectional identity. She writes about
family, love, power and resistance. She co-wrote
the 2017 Golden Inkwell winning play, S-D. I. R:
Like Biblical Esther, with friends Joy Barnum,
Catherine Hay, Amy Murray and Rachel York.
A diarist, Jessica has been a closet poet for
28 years.
Jessica Lightbourne
b. 1977, Bermudian/British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

brood
2022
Poetry
@braveryouuniversity
www.jessicalightbourne.com
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Of brood, she says: “I was feeling the heart
tug as my daughter left for university for the
second time. I raised my daughter, an only
child, as a single mother. There is a push and
pull in mother/daughter relationships. There
is a coming and going in the heart and its
chambers. My heart races when I think of her
so far away from me. I also understand that
she needs to be free. She is my heart. And
she has flown the nest.”

what’s there for her
now in this silent cave
she is empty then
full and then again
she is a crimson moon
o’er dancing slave
inhale exhale luminous
wax and wane
cosmic apple drops
by a blues beating
leaping for her life
each and every time
she is breath she is food ripe for eating
choreographing to rhythm and rhyme
mother of all alchemists and
oceans mystic fountain of youth love
and living divinely sourced
yemaya and oshun
no longer resonating
in the womb in this
empty chest there
is no more
room
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Fontana Degli Artisti
Like novena prayer cards to aid the way,
Nancy Anne Miller
b. 1948, Bermudian
Currently lives and works
in Washington, CT, USA

Fontana Degli Artisti
2021
Poetry

Landfall
2021
Poetry

London Taxi
Windshield Wipers
2021
Poetry

Kind of Like Beds
2021
Poetry

Underwater Flight
2022
Poetry
www.bermudapoet.com
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Nancy Anne Miller

a friend sends me her photos of Roma.
Stone statues melt into liquid fountains

Nancy Anne Miller is a Bermudian poet with
nine collections. Latitude, Longitude is her
latest (Kelsay Books 2021). She has been
published internationally in journals such as
Edinburgh Review, Poetry Ireland Review,
The Moth, Salzburg Review, Agenda, Stand,
Magma, Ambit, The Fiddlehead, Dalhousie
Review, The International Literary Quarterly,
The Caribbean Writer, PREE, Bim, Poui and
MOKO: Caribbean Arts and Letters among others.

under the warm Italian sun and air.
A necklace of pearls streams from
the mouth of the Fontana Degli
Artisti. An ancient sense of what
is held, gushes up from time’s wells.
Bachelard said: “All language must
contain water.” And as ink spills

Nancy has an M.Litt. in Creative Writing from
University of Glasgow. She organized the
Ber-Mused poetry reading for Bermuda’s 400th
anniversary in 2009. She is a MacDowell Fellow
and Bermuda Arts Council grant recipient.

from my pen, I water-witch, conduct

She says: “I always begin a poem with an
image metaphor. I am fascinated by what
Coleridge described as ‘the likeness in the
unlikeness.’ The two things in comparison
become the two sticks which I rub together
to start the fire of the poem. I seek the
poetic context where the comparisons can
make a sense and thrive. I’m always surprised.”

hitting a rock with Aaron’s rod, my typewriter

the next source for my poems, find what
is under the paper white page, blocky
as a piece of marble. And like Moses
key strikes it hard for words to flow, flourish.
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Landfall

London Taxi Windshield Wipers

The diagram in the Royal Gazette

So sensitive, they lift before

of Hurricane Paulette billows like

a downpour, like a husband might

a parachute landfalling on Bermuda.

finish a wife’s sentence, so in tune.

The National Geographic photo is of
Rise up with the stream of rain,
the tortoise caught in a plastic bag

cascading hair, a princess awakened

as if sneezing a ghostly phlegm.

by the kiss of her inner prince. The wipers

Climate change is a bad poem, full of
mixed metaphors which do not resonate.

blink above my Mini dashboard, as
I rouse myself into the sleeping memory

An artist makes collages of debris

of London streets, where downpours

she finds on beaches, ghost sticks
from fishing nets, thin as bones of

train pedestrians into a courteous

the dead, soon to be extinct species.

privacy, so use to living inside
the chapeled spaces of weather.

She says that sandals, sneakers,
flip flops are everywhere, a trail

Riding in from Heathrow, cabs

of our footprints that the waves

purring from diesel, wipers scrape

can’t erase to make the shores pristine.

the windshield the way a painter removes
paint from an overworked canvas,
so a new vision can be present,
a fresh way of seeing into the world.
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Underwater Flight

Kind of Like Beds
White-washed raised graves at Christ Church,
kind of like beds you can bounce on, get
use to being propelled into air, rapturous.

The fan corals look

sprawling order, a shifting

like wings, flutter atop

sand domain where

the reef as I float, fly by,

eelgrass drifts by in

aware of stasis, aware

long strips, ribbons

of flight in a subterranean

trail from the see through

aqua sky. The finger coral

depths’ constant opening

delectable as cheese
curls the angelfish,
bream, snappers nibble.

Gravestones, singular slabs more like arrows
with their tips pointing up, a road sign guides

The brain coral,

where to go. All the tombstones surrounding

a mind picturing
the zig zag graphics of

the church ghostly in rain, some the sails of ships,
the mausoleums like overturned boats in the wake

a Keith Haring painting.

of surf, the undertow taking the dead to a new shore.

A light bulb goes

I read them on the way in, like the text of a poem
on paper, read facts disappearing into stone,
indented, like a cribbage board to keep score.

off in the deep. How
could such a space
form me? Turned Cyclops
by my mask, a madness
necessary to see with
right, left eyes conjoined.
This layered place of
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proud.
who ya people?
igbo, in our bones
akan, in our breath
fulani, in our blood
yoruba, in our soul

Liana Nanang

Liana Nanang
b. 1984, Bermudian/British
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

proud.
2022
Poetry

yellow.
2022
Poetry

latchkey lot.
2022
Poetry
@liana.nanang
www.lianananang.com
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Liana Nanang is a multidisciplinary storyteller
with Black-Bermudian, Iban-Malaysian and
British parentage. She is the founder of Unstoried.
Liana won Best Columnist in the 2017 Best
of Bermuda Awards. Her first book Menoa:
Ancestral Healing for Trauma, Addiction and
Mental Illness will be published internationally
on Emancipation Day 2023. She is working
on her memoir Tell Me My Name. She has both
artwork and poetry in the 2022 Bermuda Biennial.
She says: “Each of my submissions claims part
of my story.
proud. In 2021, I reclaimed my maternal
indigenous Borneo surname as I could no
longer retain an enslaver’s brand on my
identity. This poem challenges us to consider
what it means to be Bermudian.
yellow. An anti-Black term of endearment.
A sign of long-term alcoholism. The effects
of a suicide attempt. The predation of young
women. The cycle continues.
latchkey lot. A snapshot of the vulnerability
of childhood. Our proximity to one another
means the past is always present.”

oh, ya from foreign
hall, on our name
dill, as our brand
phillips, to our buyer
gibbons, the destroyer
juan
de
bermudez
carrying our cousins
transporting cargo
returning
home
to be
of salt
of sand
of rock
of sweat
of blood
of sea
of home
proud
to be
Bermudian?
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yellow.
i wait for the usurper
of my Littlest One throne
to come home
my extravagant sulk
showcasing displeasure
days of delays bring fear
revealing the lie in my protest

latchkey lot.
At cup match
snowcone-stained lips
shaky at fifteen
old yella approaches
she’s a pretty yella!
stronger at twenty-three
he can’t work his way through me
will you protect me forever?

at the hospital
hi, yella?
yellow skin. yellow nails. yellow eyes
red blotches on her new face
just jaundice
will she look like that forever?
at school, i am black, little b
school is White, capital W
old yella approaches
yellow skin. yellow nails. yellow eyes
red blotches on his rough face
boozy breath closer than it should be
to me, shaky at sixteen
just jaundice
ya a pretty yella!
but I’m Black, capital B
I thought summer covered the Asian in me
at the hospital
little sister visits
high yella
yellow skin. yellow nails. yellow eyes
red blotches on this sad face
self-inflicted poison works its way through me
just jaundice
will you look like that forever?
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we became addicts alone
from loners together
but we weren’t lost
at least not to each other

we grew up and we left
and we found our new places
but we cross paths on this island
in the darkest of spaces

we were the latchkey lot
ones without people
who cared where we were
who cared what we heard

i can see where we’ve gone
i know what we’ve seen
can we play one more time
and forget where we’ve been?

if they had, would we be where we are?
if they had, would we have all these scars?
we were little and tricky
but that’s what kids are
they made us believe
we could handle it all
they made us believe
we weren’t little at all
because they couldn’t
handle life for themselves
they were kids raising kids
in a cycle of hell
we harmed one another
while protecting each other
we all played roles
not meant for kids at all
with abuse and neglect
that we couldn’t admit
we didn’t know we had power
if we stuck together
if we had, would we be where we are?
if we had, would we have all these scars?
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Pink Sands of Time
We have our own pink sands of time
And footprints gone, and misaligned,
We have our own. Pink. Sands of time,
And souls that bled, and blood that binds,
The rushing, and the ebbing tides,
And time again, and time…..And time.

Heather Nova
Heather Nova is a Bermudian singer/songwriter
and poet. She has released 13 albums internationally over the past 30 years and a book of poetry
entitled The Sorrowjoy. She lives in Bermuda,
but tours regularly. She has a passion for mentoring
young songwriters here on the island.

Heather Nova
b. 1965, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

Pink Sands of Time
2022
Poetry
@heathernova
www.heathernova.com
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She says: “My inspiration comes from the natural
world, and from the complexities of human emotion.
I never tire of the interplay of words, sound and
imagery — like working clay between my fingers;
I feel most alive when I am making something”.
Of Pink Sands of Time, she adds: “I prefer not
to say too much about a poem; I believe it is
more purely received by the reader without an
explanation. The audience/reader brings their own
unique perspective and history to experiencing
the piece, thus making the work relevant to
each person in their own way. This is the magic
of how art connects us all and is how the acutely
personal transforms to the universal.”

We have the pink, the soft, the hue,
The underfoot our child-self knew,
The fractured light on sparkled blue;
We know it. And we don’t know, too.

The parrot fish, her little teeth,
Our keeper of the shadowed reef,
Her painted dress, her daily grind,
Her steadfast way; Our sands of time.
She promises, and promise keeps,
For all tomorrows; scrapes and reaps.
The sand becomes, and shifts, and weighs,
Below the swirl, and light that plays
Within us,
Rising with the waves;
The swell, the hope,
That brand new day.

We swallow truth, we sink the stones,
Swim out, into the undertow
Swim out, into the low-slung sky
Swim out to feel, and call, and cry,
Swim out to where our light sustains;
Our motive is the brand new day.
The
The
The
The
The
The

wild sargasso, golden-spawned,
echoes of forgotten songs,
whale’s lung, the whitened bones,
blistered dreams, left unatoned,
grit, the sweet, the brine, the blame,
longing that we cannot name.

We have. Our own pink sands. Of time,
And all becomes, and all declines,
But here, but now, we draw a line,
And build wet castles to the sky.
The motive is the brand new day;
The pristine sun, a brand new way.
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Rain over the Great Sound
a hard rain’s coming at us in slow footless steps across the sea’s
shifting slates, a gunmetal cloak whispers words we can’t make out
as we drink coffee on the porch, talk infections, deaths –

Anna Nowak
Anna Nowak writes poetry, short stories and
takes photographs, frequently using digital
techniques in her work. She is fascinated by
science, storytelling, image making and nature.
Anna works in communications and has lived
in Bermuda for over 20 years, though is from
London, England.
She has a BA in English Literature from
University College of Wales, Aberystwth,
and an MA in World Literature: Fictions of
Conflict from York University. Her work has
been published in This Poem-Worthy Place:
Bermuda Anthology of Poetry Volume II and
The Stories We Tell: Bermuda Anthology of
Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror.

Anna Nowak
b. 1969, British/Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

Rain over the
Great Sound
2022
Poetry
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Of her 2022 Bermuda Biennial entry, she says:
“A new vocabulary is in the approach, how
we articulate our understanding of what we
are experiencing. Our internal dictionary is
not limited to word definitions; it includes
experiences, images, colours, word-associations,
ideas and structures that help us understand
ourselves by opening up to the world, the
people around us, our social connectivity,
our individual vulnerability.”

already lost behind its shadowed pall are tiny houses,
nested in cedar and casuarina greens, on the other side
of the cold lilac lips of the Great Sound;
the eye of the lighthouse has been closed with lead pennies
the Great Sound too disappears, shushes at us louder, louder
like an audience before the first note
it’s almost on us, an animal so big we cannot see the whole
just its violet wet-furred flank; a sudden suck of heat from the air
tightens our lungs and we enter the rain as if being born
into its opaqueness, its unburnished wet silver,
tree frog screams bloom suddenly, loudly, everywhere
and we fall quiet, sip our bitter cups, as if we have entered a church
a temple, any place where faith and hope says
this abundance will cleanse us; it pours with such belief in itself
we wish it were true too
for there is no other way out, no way round
like the morning itself, like life; all there is,
is to be in it, no promises
that eventually all will be well, the same, or worse,
no promises, just the going through, just spits on the breeze
that blow under the porch roof, kiss our naked cheeks and hands
as if we are holy beings; an end is always coming,
the air now is cool, vegetal and full of the music of rain,
the last beautiful sip of coffee is on our tongues.
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the crossing (aka why i don’t like tall ships)
“I remember on the slave ship, how they brutalized our very soul…”
~ Bob Marley and The Wailers, Slave Driver
the yawning sea
open-mouthed, frothing
and toothless
swallows our sick, our young,
our defiant
their memories settling
on the sea floor
silent as stillborn babies

Ajala Omodele
Ajala Omodele is a writer, poet and educator.
He is the author of Dame Lois: The People’s
Advocate, They Called Him ‘Roose’: Pauulu
Kamarakafego and the Making of a Bermudian
Revolutionary and Look for Me in the Whirlwind:
A Story of Marcus Garvey. His upcoming
book, A Tale of Two Women: Sally Bassett,
Mary Prince and the True Story of Slavery in
Bermuda, will be published later this year.

Ajala Omodele
b. 1974, Bermudian/
Barbadian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

the crossing (aka why
i don’t like tall ships)
2022
Poetry
www.ajalaomodele.com
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He says: “I can’t remember a time when I
wasn’t bending words into shapes that best
approximated how I experience the world.
It’s how I learned to articulate what was
beautiful, or violent, or unspeakable. Words
gave me my voice, my sight.
“As I grew older and learned more about
myself as an African, I began to use the
spoken and written word to make sense of
the psychopathic absurdity of racism and
our sometimes-dysfunctional reaction to
this absurdity, as well as the stubborn resilience
of a people still under constant attack.”

the stench of
menstrual blood,
fever, sweat
and madness
animates the white and trembling sails
flapping high above
the trailing sharks
the discordant clatter
of shackles made slick
with shit, pus
and tears
can sometimes be heard
above the incessant wailing
of women
and seabirds
at night
the ghostly, pale men
break into the too-young bodies
of the children
one hand always covering
their noses
as they heave awkwardly
against their tiny, ruined insides
below deck,
the Soon-Gone await
their Ancestors’ liberating call:
expectant. bloated.
hopeful
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bird words
the ocean laughs along the shore
birds’ bones fossilize
become sand
fallen wings’ multicoloured glint
bird language mingles with ocean spray

Andrea Olivia Ottley

Andrea Olivia Ottley
b. 1978, Kittitian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

bird words
2022
Poetry

by the grace of God
2022
Poetry
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Andrea Olivia Ottley was born in the Federation
of St Kitts and Nevis. She is a poet, a writer
and a photographer who believes the world
to be art, in both its natural and creative sense.
Her writing has been published in St. Somewhere
Journal and I Wish I Could Tell You: Bermuda
Anthology of Children’s Literature and Young
Adult Stories, Take This Journey With Me:
Bermuda Anthology of Memoir and Creative
Non-Fiction and The Stories We Tell: Bermuda
Anthology of Science Fiction, Fantasy and
Horror. She was one of the poets invited to
respond to Gherdai Hassell’s first solo exhibition
I Am Because You Are (Bermuda National
Gallery, 2021).
She says: “My body of work engages the idea
of a new language. My poetry is inspired by
my surroundings and love of nature. Language
is wonderful. It happens when something
connects an experience that changes as the
artist does. I have witnessed how language
can stimulate and change one’s perceptions,
perspectives and assumptions.”

a family of laridae
soars, skims, hunts
the tempestuous wind,
a dropout, passerines
divisible into suborders
acanthisitti, tyrannyi, passeri
songbirds welcoming
the advent of morning
but here, right here,
the zenaida macroura calls
somber moses recites god’s words
as the white-eyed vireo declares
i’m chick of the village
and the pitangus sulphratus
shouting vehemently kiskadee, kiskadee.
has dropped his tupi language
pitangua-guaca
an outpouring of colourful tunes
that of the iridescent sturnus vulgaris
i mean starlings’ mimicry
punctuates
sialia sialis lends its name
to a yellow variant of the blue pill
the fortune of misfortunes
pterodroma bermuda resurrected from
extinction - cahow- sentries
have seen contours of horizon
witnessed the rise and fall of man
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by the grace of God
today, over the video she hums a gospel tune
her trembling right hand raised
her thumb shivers in tune
then, she slaps the hand against her leg
the goitre in her neck is not verdant green
but an incline steeper than the hills we’d climb
yesterday, i remembered how the wind
carried her voice across the ghaut
it descended on my ears like
fragrance from mango tree blossoms
child, she’d say come are we go ah mountain
this afternoon, the message reads ollie, mom is going
what a gift, the present - peaks rise in my chest,
trees are growing, branching out, reaching
to connect to her root, emotions swerving
on the edge of the precipice i look at her
my grandmother, who raised a village
by the grace of God
her mouth folded in like a sealed envelope
yet she hums, her eyes disregard sight
each rise and fall of her chest an ebbing in mine
dark spots embellish her flat white skin
i recall spotted mangoes, how the precision
of her knife dicot the skin and yellow juice oozed
in me desolation merge, liquid flows
as i write her image emerges, body hunched over washboard
scrubbing up and down with breeze bending trees
this woman, the tree that weathered storms,
each year of her life a bamboo notch
nine decades and some - by the grace of God she’s still here
her dark green veins not serrated grass blade but channels life
the archipelago, tomorrow, the day after, i await the sting
knowing there will be a resurrection
but by the grace of God she’s still here.
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2059: Devonshire Dock

Alan C. Smith
Alan C. Smith is a visual artist and writer.
His visual art is usually manipulated digital
photography, drawing and video, often
featuring text and performance. His written
work has been published in the award winning
Under the Moon and Over the Sea: A Collection
of Caribbean Poems, Poems from a Green &
Blue Planet, POUI, Caribbean Writer, tongues
of the ocean and several other online and
print publications.

Alan C. Smith
b. 1965, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

2059: Devonshire Dock
2022
Poetry
www.acsartist.com
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In 2019, the A3 Press published his chapbook,
30 Days w/o. His visual work has appeared in
seven Bermuda Biennials and been featured
in artsmithsbda’s Pawpaw Bermuda and Genre:
Urban Arts’ House – Second Edition. For Carifesta
Barbados 2017, he was selected to represent
Bermuda as both poet and visual artist.
Of his 2022 Bermuda Biennial entry, he says:
“I engaged the past and future, both connected
to the current era, in an effort to imagine a
not so distant future reality, without significant
alterations to our present local and
global behaviors.”

There was a time this dwindling pile
of shattered stone used to be a pier,
– fishing boats, barter, seadog banter –
and high tide never flowed to here,
where we stand on this still thinning
once subtropical isle, a mere sliver
of its former 21 square miles, Bermuda.
The famed fish hook shape we boasted
of, peddled on t-shirts, mugs, myriad
mementos and souvenirs that tourists
packed when they left our shores,
pink sand beaches of Bermudaful
paradise, shaved by powerful winds
of super-cyclones or still encroaching
waters to a needle-narrow lip of land
surrounded by a fishless sea, only heads
of sunken islets that flanked us, peeping
through the whitecaps when tides ebb.
We are shrinking too, like once lush
vegetation, even smaller than the
diminutive nation we used to be
just a few years ago, ruins of many
churches in every parish, totems of
a new era. We wonder if our ancestors
were true believers in the power of
the word, if they even contemplated
the vulnerable, bereft world that was
before, when Sun was a merciful god.
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Communion in the Church of Sally Bassett
all of June is a broken loaf
a sacrament
a baccanale
the next morning we don’t remember so we eat
someone’s mama made the macaroni
all that body

Yesha Townsend
Yesha Townsend is a Bermudian writer.
She received an MA in Creative Writing at
Goldsmiths, University of London. She teaches
in the English Department at Bermuda College,
lecturing on Bermudian and Caribbean Literature.

Yesha Townsend
b. 1987, Bermudian
Currently lives and
works in Bermuda

Communion in the
Church of Sally Bassett
2022
Poetry

Sally Bassett and Indian
Tom speak in tongues
2022
Poetry
@ameliapureheart_
www.stillvexed.com
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She says: “For the most part, little is known about
Sally Bassett’s life, outside her monumental
execution at the foot of Crow Lane in June of
1730. What remains are slights of mythology
that emphasize her presence in Bermuda on
a particularly warm or hot day — due to her
being executed cruelly, on what was said to
be an uncommonly hot day.
“This work focuses on the unwritten of Sally’s
life and is a reimagining of her as a reincarnated
goddess of the sun and questions the fact of
if Bermuda was to have a solar deity, a sun
god, it would invariably be Sally Bassett. This
work’s aim is to highlight the significance of
a woman that should be considered as more
than historical anecdote, but rather the ancestral
foundation of our makings as a people.”

& we drink
till we’re full
hot
someone’s uncle made the swizzle by
a blood moon
we gather: ratsbane, manchioneel root, white toade
for an offering a praxis we mime
over a hundred and a hundred and a hundred years
repeating the liturgy like a child’s song an alphabet
learned to say other words
we forget this mass but blink into the sun to dance
to bruck up
wine up
in remembrance of
our sun, burned in full light an undeserving ghost
in summer we supper in supplicant
praise and fail
raise ourselves to be set upon
without covering
without prayer
our furnace filled with spirit
we unmake the holy
discomfort ourselves in
warmth
call the out sun in vain
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Sally Bassett and Indian Tom Speak in Tongues
let’s say the man and the woman set out on an adventure
let’s say anarchy
let’s say the anarchy was a type of prayer
to say the man, without absolving the tongue of capture
we say wadili
to say the woman, without defaming the witch
we say hiaro
let’s say
hiaro and wadili
set about to burn a house
let’s say this house was a people
let’s say these people were bones
and the house —built on screaming land
never balked at the devils who owned it
just moved them into the servant’s quarters
let’s say
hiaro is fire
let’s say the fire is the sun, or
adali
or burning bush, exodus pillar
showing up always returning to form

this monster damps the fire with its hands
and fractures each bone off to carry the embers, the wood
the bones pyre the wood
let’s call this a hunt
let’s call this tradition
when the bones find
they are in worship

and their devils cut a trail in smoke

Hiaro and Wadili,
cursing to pray in garbled tongue

the bones defame the witch, and bow their heads
they build the fire upon the fire
let’s say crucify

they say, “on earth,” harare lake
they say, “as it is in heaven”

ayumbanan din

Wadili sets about to collect wood
let’s say this wood is ancestral
let’s say the welded tree of Sycorax
Hiaro lays down amongst the branchesspreads like a thirsty vine, and climbs the walls
decaying spirit, fervent sisterhood
a dance in deafening pentecost
when the house senses smoke,
all the bones assemble in union a type of monster
let’s say jack, george, john
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ABOUT BNG
The Bermuda National Gallery presents innovative exhibitions
and programming for every member of your family, delivering
world-class art and culture experiences in the heart of Hamilton.
2022 marks the 30th anniversary of the contemporary art museum,
which grew from a collective of art students who returned to the
island in the 1970s after studying abroad; their shared workspace
becoming a place of collaboration and discussion for young,
visionary Bermudian artists.
This ethos is embodied by the Bermuda Biennial, BNG’s flagship
exhibition, which provides both a critical platform for local artists
and a unique cultural cornerstone for Bermuda.
SUPPORT BNG
As a registered charity (#288), the Bermuda National Gallery
relies on community funding for exhibitions, education programmes
and day-to-day operations. Please show your support by becoming
a member or by making a donation today at www.bng.bm/support.
Volunteers play a vital role in supporting the gallery. If you
possess a love of art and would like to get involved, please email
operations@bng.bm.
Do you have a special event coming up? Why not support BNG
by renting the striking rooms for your next cocktail reception,
award ceremony or presentation. With a calendar of exhibitions,
the gallery provides an ever-changing roster of engaging backdrops
to any occasion. Visit www.bng.bm/venue-hire for more information.
CONNECT WITH BNG
Sign up for our arts newsletter at www.bng.bm to be the first
to hear about upcoming exhibitions and events, and receive
interviews with local artists and creatives directly into your
inbox every fortnight.
Go behind the scenes at the gallery on Instagram at @bermuda_
nationalgallery where you will find a spotlight on works from our
permanent collection and unique access to happenings at BNG.
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CURRENT TRUSTEES
Mr. Gary L. Phillips, OBE, JP, Chairman
Mrs. Dawna Ferguson, Deputy Chair/Secretary
Ms. Susan Monkman, CSA, Treasurer
Mrs. Judith Hall Bean
Mr. Colin “Dusty” Hind
Mr. Ian Hind
Mr. Mitchell Klink
Ms. Ebony G. Patterson (ex officio)
Mr. Franklin Hill Perrell (ex officio)

The Bermuda National Gallery would like extend a big thank you
to our community partners for their support of this exhibition:
Bacardi Limited
Department of Culture, Government of Bermuda
Bermuda Arts Council
Bermuda Blueprinting
Bermuda Press
Colourlab Bermuda
Corporation of Hamilton
Fluent
Frameworks

FOUNDING TRUSTEES

Method Media

Mr. John Bluck, Chairman Emeritus (deceased)
Mrs. Maurine Cooper (deceased)
Lt. Col. Michael Darling, OBE ED JP
Mr. Desmond Fountain

The Bermuda National Gallery is a member of
the International Biennial Association

Mrs. Georgine R. Hill, MBE (deceased)
Mr. John Kaufmann
Mr. Dennis Sherwin (deceased)
Miss Ruth E. Thomas, MBE
The Hon. Hereward T. Watlington (deceased)
Dr. Charles Zuill

STAFF
Mr. Peter Lapsley, Executive Director
Ms. Eve Godet Thomas, Director of Programming and Engagement
Ms. Lara Hetzel, Volunteer and Operations Officer
Ms. Rehana Packwood, Education Officer
Ms. Jennifer Phillips, Office Administrator
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Biennial at the Bermuda National Gallery, June - December, 2022.
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